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Abstract 

This paper cons.ider& compositions of conditional term rewriting systems as a. basis 

for a modular approach to the design and analysis of equational logic programs. In 

this context, an equational logic program is viewed as consisting of a ~t of modules, 

each module defining a part of the program's functions. We define a compositional 

semantics for conditional term rewriting systems which we show to be rich enough 

to capture computational properties related to the use of logical variables. We also 

study how such a semantics may be safely approximated, and how the results of auch 

approximations may be composed to yield a bottom-up abstract semantics a.dequa.te 

for modular d&ta-flow analysis. A composition&! ualysis for equ&tional unsa.tisfia.bility 

ijlustrates our approach. 

Introduction 

Conditional Term Rewriting Systems (CTRSs for short) are a natural computational para

digm for the integration of logic and equational programming (13,14,16,26]. In this context, 

programs are sets of conditional equations where the equation in the conclusion is implicitly 

oriented from left to right, and (some variant of) narrowing is used to solve equational goals, 

thus supporting logical variables and unification. For the completeness of implementations 

based on narrowing mechanisms, some form of confluence is needed (24] . The standard 

initral algebra semantics of a program£, i.e. the quotient of the Her brand Universe (or word 

algebra) by the congruence relation generated by£, is known to be isomorphic to the least 

Her brand £-model of the program, M(£), i.e. the set. of all (ground) equations which hold 

in the underlying theory [16]. This semantics admits an equivalent fixpoint characterization 

and , for programs that can be oriented as a confluent term rewriting system 'R , it can be 

further characterized as the set of all pairs of (ground) terms which can be reduced to a 

common 'R-normal form [10,16,18}. 

•Thil work hiWI been pMtially tupportecl by CICYT under t;r611~ TIC 91·0793-002·02, 
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It is widely acknowledged that one of the fundamental techniques in software engineering 

lo deal with the complexity of large programs is to structure programs as moduiC6 which 

crul then be composed together [14]. A modular structure of programs helps in detiigning 

1111d maintaining software. Moreover, proofs of correctness and data-flow analysC6 can be 

rMier and more efficient when performed on small units of the programs. If we regard a 

program (module) as a set of clauses, then a natural notion of composition is given by their 

u1·t union. A typical modular program is a program constructed according to the idea of 

1110dule importing called enrichment, as formalized in algebraic specification theory [15] and 

IlLler used in the algebraic foundation of modularized logic programming with equality [14). 

Although it seems natural to think of programs as clause sets and of program composition as 

tlCL union, it is less clear which semantics would be adequate for the program components. 

We look for a semantics which is compositional with rC6pect to program union, i.e. for 

IHOgrams £ 1 and £2 the meaning of £1 U£2 can be derived by composing the meanings of £1 

1\lld £2. We call this property of the semantics OR-compositionality. OR-compositionality 

111lows for incremental definition of structured programs and of their semantics, and providC6 

1\ llcmantic basis for a modular approach to program analysis. Such an approach is signific.ant 

fur large program development since the alteration of a module does not require to recompute 

~he semantics or to re-analyse the whole program. Thus, we also seek for a semantics which 

IH able to model the properties of programs which are relevant for dataflow analyses, such as 

I'Ornputed answer substitutions, call patterns, partial computed answer substitutions, etc. 

We note that the least (ground) Herbrand £-model of a program is not rich enough to 

cllaracterize properties like the set of computed answer substitutions for a query, as it is 

Illustrated in the following example. 

Example 1 Consider the prognJms £1 = { /(0) = 0 <= } and £, = { /(0) = 0 -¢:, 

/(rr.) = 0 <= }. Both programs have the &ame least Herbrand E-model, namely 

M(£1) = M(£2) = {0 = 0, 0 = /(0), .. . , 0 = tm(O), ... , /"(0) = 0, /"(0) = /(0), ... , 

/" (0) = tm(O)}. Ho wever, the two programs have a different behaviour in terms of computed 

uu.,wer substitutions. Consider, e.g., the goal <= f(z) = 0, which computes the answer 

11 ubstitutions { :r:/0) and the empty substitution{} when executed in £2, while it only computes 

th e substitution {z/0} when executed in £1 . 

We also note that the least Herbrand £-model is not adequate for compositionality. In

deed, the least Her brand E-rriodel of a program cannot be determined by the least Herbrand 

/:.'-models of the clauses which compose the program, as illustrated by the following example. 

Example 2 Consider the progn1ms £1 = {a = b <= b = c} and £2 = {b = c -¢:} . 

Srnce M(£1) = {a= a, b = b, c = c} , M(£2) = {b = b, c = c, b = c, c = b} , and 

M(£1 U £2) = {a= b, b = a, a= c, c = a, a = a, b = b, c = c, b = c, c = b} , hence 

.M(£1 U £2) cannot be derived from the composition of M(£1) ond M(£2). 

In this paper, we consider the problem of defining a semantics for CTRSs which correctly 

rnodels the operational behaviour of equational logic programs in a compositional way. Our 

11pproach shares with the approach in [22,25] the idea of moving [rom a data-level semantics 

to a fun ction-level semantics in order to capture compositionality. We extend the least 

ll r rbrand E-model semantics for CTRSs by considering interpretations which may contain 

uon-ground equations. This allows us to model the set of computed answers for a given query. 

We introduce a semantics which is based on a (non-ground) immediate consequence operator 

rr which models the bottom-up one-step deduction (w.r.t . the equational theory£) of non

ground equations from non-ground equations, and which we prove to be compositional w.r .t . 
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program union. In other words, we prove that T&0 contains the information necessary to 
describe the behaviour of a program C compositionally w.r.t. union in terms of computed 
answers. 

1.1 Related work 

(3) shows that computations and analysis of equational logic programs can be performed 
incrementally, by using the notion of AN~ompositionality, that is, compositionality w.r.t. 
the conjunction of equations in a goal or in the condition of a clause. We do not consider 
AND-compositionality in this paper, and the results here are orthogonal to th06e in (3) . 

Starting with Dershowitz (9], several authors have studied modular aspects of term 
rewriting systems regarding the question of whether or not certain properties (such as con
fluence or termination) are preserved under composition of modules (e.g. (23,26]). All these 
works focus mainly on syntactic conditions to guarantee that the properties of confluence 
and termination are ensured in the composition, but they do not seek for a compositional 
semantics, which is the main concern of our work. 

In the context of (pure) logic programming, (22,25] showed that, if the meaning of a logic 
program P is denoted by the standard immediate consequence operator Tp itself (rather 
than by its least fixpoint), then such a semantics is compositional for several interesting 
operators on programs including set union. However, this semantics does not characterize 
the computed answer observational equivalence on programs. (11,12] introduced models 
over Herbrand domains wi th variables and gave the first (non-compositional) semantics 
for positive logic programs modeling computed answer substitutions (ca). Our approach is 
similar in that we also introduce variables in our domain of interpretation, but is different 
because of the technical problems related with semantic unification which are not present in 
the logic programming paradigm. We extend the principles underlying the basic strategy for 
narrowing [16,17,24], in which inferences are forbidden at terms introduced by substitutions 
in earlier inferences, to the case of equations in a fixpoint setting and we introduce also a 
t ransformation from equations to "ffat" equations to deal with these complications. 

1.2 Plan of the paper 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents some preliminary def
initions and notations. Section 3.1 defines a non-compositional operational semantics O(C} 
modeling computed answers. Then, we characterize this semantics as the least fixpoint of the 
new immediate consequence operator T;o . In Section 3.2 we prove that T;o is compositional 
w.r.t. program union. Section 4 introduces a bottom-up abstract fixpoint semantics that 
approximates success patterns (i.e. the set of the computed answer substitutions) and shows 
bow it can be used for compositional analysis of modular programs. Section 5 concludes. 

2 Preliminaries 

Let us first summarize some known results about equations, conditional rewrite systems 
and equational unification. For full definitions refer to [10,19]. Throughout this paper, V 
will denote a countably infinite set of variables and E denotes a set of function symbols, 
or signature, each with a fixed associated arity. r(E U V) and r(E) denote the non-ground 
word (or term) algebra and the word algebra built on E U V and E, respectively. r(E) is 
usually called the Herbrand universe (7ii:) over E and it will be denoted by 7i. 8 denotes 
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tin! He.rbrand base, namely the set of all ground equat.ioos which can be built with the 
rlrments of ?t. A E-equation s = t is a pair of terms s, t E r(E U V). A progrom is a 
llnrn equational I:-theory £, which consists of a finite set of equational Horn clauses of the 
form e <= e1, . •• , e.,, n ~ 0, where e, e1, i = 1, . .. , n , are E-equations . .E-equations and 
}}.theories will often be called equations and theories, respectively. An equational goal is 
1111 equational Horn clause with no head. We let Goal denote the set of equational goals. 
A goal of the form <= z = y, z , v E V is called a trivial goal and the equation z = V is 
tlllled a trivial equation. A flat equation is an equation of the form J(z1, ... , zn) = zn+l 
or Zn = Zn+l• where Zn+l and z; are distinct variables, i = 1, ... ,n. A flat equation set is 
11 Het of flat equations. Any set of equations S can be transformed into an equivalent one, 
flnt(S) , which is flat (6,20]. For a given program£, C <£denotes that Cis a new variant 
ur a clause in C such that C contains no variable previously met (standardised apart). 

Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way. O ccurrences are represented by 
nr quences, possibly empty, of natural numbers denoting an access path in a term. O(t) 
rl11not.es the set of nonvariable occurrences of a term t . t1u is the subterm at the occurrence 
'' oft. t(r]u is the term t with the subterm at the occurrence u replaced with r . These 
unLions extend to equations in a natural way. By Var(s) we denote tile set of variables 
or.curring in the syntactic object s, while [s] denotes the set of ground instances of s. A 
f• r.~/1 variable is a variable that appears nowhere else. The symbol-denotes a finite sequence 
nf symbols. Identity of syntactic objects is denoted by ::. 

We describe the lattice of syntactic equation sets following (1]. We let Eqn denote the 
~~~ t of possibly existentially quantified finite sets of equations over terms. We let fail denote 
1 he uosatisfiable equation set, which (logically) implies all other equation sets. Likewise, 
th empty equation set, denoted true, is implied by all elements of Eqn. We write S 5 S' 
If S' logically implies S. Elements of Eqn are regarded as (quantified) conjunctions of 
1'1111!\tions and treated modulo logical equivalence. Thus Eqn is a lattice ordered by 5 with 
hnt tom element true and top element fail . An equation set is solved if it is either fail 
01 it has the form 3y1 . .. 3ym. { z1 = t1 , .. . , Zn = tn} , where each z; is a distinct variable 
uot occurring in any of the terms t; and each !II occurs in some t j . Any set of equations 
H can be t ransformed into an equivalent one, solve(S), which is solved. We restrict our 
lutcrcst to the set of idempotent substitutions over r(E U V), whlch is denoted by S ub. 
' I here is a natural isomorphism between substitutions and unquantified equation sets. The 
r~mpt.y substitution is denoted by c. A substitution 8 = {zt/t1, ... , Zn/tn} is a unifier of 

nu equation setS iff 0 = {z1 = t 1, ... , zn = tn} ~ S. We denote the set of unifiers of 
S by unif (S) and mgu(S) denotes the most general unifier of the unquantified equation 
11r l S . We write mgu({s, = t1, ... ,sn = tn}, {s~ = t1, .. . ,s~ = t~}) to denote the most 
1(1111Cral unifier of the set of equations { s1 = 8'1, t1 = t1, ... , Bn = B~ , tn = t~}. Observe that 
utgu(0, 0) =c. The notions of application, composition and relative generality are ~efi'!_ed 
In the usual way [4]. The notion of mgu extends to substitutions by Bt it 82 = mgu(81 U82). 
We write Br, to denote the restriction of the substitution 8 to the set of variables in the 
IIYIIl~ctic object s. The application of substitutions induces a preorder on terms. By ::::: we 
llr1110 te the associated equivalence relation (variance). We denote by E the set of equality 
tlll'loms for a given program C. 

Et1cb equational Horn theory C generates a smallest congruence relation =t called £
t~qunlity on the set of terms r(E U V) (the least equational theory which contains all logic 
roulicqnences of C under the entailment relation I= obeying the axioms of equality for £). 
I' Is a presentation or axiomatization of =c. In abuse of notation, we sometimes speak of 
lhr equational theory C to denote the theory axiomatized by C. We will denote by 1lf£ the 
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finest parti~i~n. r(E)/ =t induced by =c over the set of ground terms r(E). ?i/ £ is usually 
c~lled the mataal a~gebra of~ [10] . Satisfiability in ?i/C is called C-unifiability, that is, 
gaven a set of e~ua~aons ~· S as £-unifiable iff there exists a substitution tT such that£ f= StT 
[10). The subst1tut1on tT I& called an £-unifier of S. 

A Herb:and interpret~tion I for a program £ is a set of ground equations, with the 
understanding t.hat 8 = t 1B true w.r.t . I iff • = t E I . A Berbrand interpretation satisfies a 
program c~use Iff, for each ground instance ~ = ., '¢: e of the clause, we have that ~ = p E I 
w~e~ever e !,;;; I . . A B~rbrand £-interpretation for £ is a Berbrand interpretation for £ 
obeymg ~he eq~ahty aJCloms for £ . A Berbrand model for C is a Herbrand interpretation 
for C whacb satrsfies each program clause in C. A Herbrand E-model for £ is a Berbrand 
model for C which satisfies the equality axioms for C. The intersection of all Berbrand 
£-models for £ is also a Berbrand £-model for £ (the least Berbrand E-model), and it was 
propo~d as the. declarati~~ ~mantics for positive programs (16). This semantics is known 
to be tsomorphJc to the mrtaal algebra ?i/C of the program, and in the following will be 
denoted by M(£). · 

A Conditional Term Rewriting System is a pair (E, ~)where~ is a finite set of reduc
tion (or rewrite) rule schemes of the form (~ .- p <= e), ~. p e r(E u V), ~ ~ V and 
':ar(p) U Var(e) ~ Var(~) . We will often write just~ instead of (E, ~). A Born equa
tronal theory £ whrch satrsfies the above assumptions can be viewed as a conditional term 
rewritin~ ~ystem 'R where the. rules a:e the heads (implicitly oriented from left to right) and 
the cond1t10ns are the respectave bod res. We assume that these assumptions hold for all the 
theories considered in this paper. The equational theory £ is said to be canonical if the 
binar~ one-step rewriting r~lation . .-?l defined by ~ is noetherian and conHuent [19). For 
canomcal pr~grams, M(£) as equavalent to the operational semantics given by the ground 
success set, a.e. the set of all ground equations 8 = t such that , and t have a common 'R
normal for~, and t~ the ~point semantics given by the least fixpoint Tcfw of the following 
transform~tron Tc (ammedaate consequence operator), continuous on the complete lattice of 
Herbrand Interpretations ordered by set inclusion [16] . 
Tc(I)= { t=teB} U { eeB I (.\=p-¢=e)E(£], {e(p] .. }Ue!,;;;I, • 

u E Occ(e), elv = ~ }. 
Informally, Tc(I) contains the set of all ground instances of the reflexivity axiom and the 
set of all ground equations that can be 'constructed' from elements of the Herbrand inter
pretation I by replacing one occurrence of the right-hand side of the bead of a rule in t by 
the corresponding left-band side. 

. The narrowing mechanism is a powerful tool for constructing complete£-unification alg<> 
nthms for useful classes of equational theories. ln this context, completeness means that for 
e~ery solutio~ to a given s~t of equat}ons, a more general solution can be found by narrowing. 
Smc~ unrestncted ~arrowmg has quate a large search space, several strategies to improve the 
effic1ency of narrowmg have been devised . Basic conditional narrowing is a complete method 
for solving eq~ations .in t~e equational theory defined by a level-canonical CTRS [24]. All 
programs consadered an th1s paper are assumed to be level-canonical, as well as their combi
natio~~· Level-canonicity implies canonicity. We formalize basic conditional narrowing as a 
transataon system (Goal x Sub,..,_.) whose transition relation--.. !,;;; (Goal x Sub) x (Goal x Sub) 
is defined as the smallest relation satisfying: 

unification rule: 

tT = mgu(G8) 
(<¢=G,8) ........ (<¢:true, 8tT) 
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e e G 1\ u e O(e) 1\ (~ = p <=e) < C 1\ tT = mgu({{eJu)9 = ~}) 
(<¢= G,8) --... (<=(G .... {e}) u {e(p] .. } ue, 8tT) 

wliMe the symbol .... stands for set. difference. A basic conditional narrowing derivation is a 
'"''lllcnce (<¢:Go, c)--...(<= G 1,91)--... . .. ....... (<= Gn, Bn)· A successful derivation for'¢: G is a 
tll'rlvt~t.ion (<¢= G , c)--...•(<= true, B) and 8 is called a computed answer nbstitution (for'¢: G 
In f) . Each computtd answer substitution in a successful derivation for <= G is an £-unifier 
" ' (J . By abuse of notation, it is often called solution. 

:' Compositional Semantics 

lu the next section we consider a (non-compositional) operational semantics for CTRSs 
mcHicling computed answer substitutions. When defining a semantics for a programming 
lh11fl!l&ge it is essential to specify which properties of computations one is interested to 'ob
~'"' vc '. lr1 the case of equational logic programs, one may be interested to 'observe' the values 
• lrluf!uied by successful derivations (e.g. computed answer substitutions), by partial deriva-
1,1111111 or by finitely failed derivations. For each possible choice of an observable, a semantics 
which correctly models the observable would yield a different notion of program equivalence. 

h for instance, two programs like those in Example 1 cannot be distinguished from the 
I • • point of view of the ground success set, but have different computed answer substatutrons. 

' J'hroughout this paper we consider as observable the set. of computed an$wer sub~titution~. 
In Section 3.2 we introduce a semantics which is compositional w.r.t. program union and 
rnr computed answer substitutions. 

;s.l A Semantics Modeling Computed Answers 

' l'hc operational semantics of a program is a mapping from the set. of programs to a set of 
rnngram denotations which, given a program£, returns a set of ' results' of the computations 
lu C. For equational logic programs the operational semantics should be defined in terms of 
~Ill' set of all 'values' a functional expression can compute. In order to formulate a semantics 
111mlcliog computed answers, the usual Herbrand base bas to be exte.nded to the set of 
nil (possibly) non-ground equations modulo variance (11,12] . 1iv denotes the V-Herbrand 
uurru:rse which allows variables in its elements, and is defined as r(E U V)J.,.. For the sake 
1 1f simplicity, the elements of 1i v have the same representation as the elements of r(I: U V) 
nnd are also called terms. Bv denotes the V -H trbrand base, namely, the set of all equations 
- c: t, whe.re s , t e 1iv. Note that the standard Her brand base B is equal to [Bv ). The 
power set of Bv is a complete lattice under set inclusion. 

:1.1.1 Operational Semantics 

' l'hc operational semantics 0(£) of an equational logic program C with computed answers 
1111 observable can be defined as follows. 

n oflnHion 3.1 Let C be a program. Then, 
0(£) = {(f(z) = y)IJ 1 f(z) = y is a fiat equation, (<= (/(%} = y) , () ....... (<¢=true, 8)} . 
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Exrunple 3 Consider the programs C1 and C2 from Example 1. According to Definition 3.1, 
O(C1) = {0 = 0, / (z) = / (z), / (0) = 0) , whereas O(C2) = {0 = 0, / (z) = / (z), f (O) = 
0, f (z) = 0}. 

The following theorem asserts that the computed answer substitutions of any (possibly 
conjunctive) goal ~ G can be derived from O(C) (i.e. from the observable behaviour of single 
equations), by unification of the equations in the goal with the equations in the denotation. 
We note that this property is a kind of AND-compositionality which does not bold for 
ordinary (unrestricted) narrowing [3). We assume that the equations in the denotation are 
renamed apart. Equations in the goal have to be flattened first, i.e. subterms have to be 
unnested 60 that the te.rm structure is directly accessible to unification. 

Definition 3.2 Let E = E1 U E2 be a set of eq~ations where all equations in E 2 are trivial 
equations and no equation in E1 is trivial. We define the function split : Eqn- Eqn x Eqn 
by split( E)= (E1, E2). 

Theorem 3.3 (strong soundness and strong completeness) 
Let C be a program and ~ G = ~ e1, . . . , en be a goal. Let split(! I at( G)) = (G1, G 2). Then 
fJ is a computed answer substitution fo r ~ G in C iff there exist G' = ej, ... , e:, < O(C) 
such that 8' = mgu(G1,G') and Ora = (fJ' it mgu(G2))ra . 1 

Theorem 3.3 shows that O(C) is the fully abstract semantics w.r.t. computed answer 
substitutions. 

Example 4 Let us consider the program C = {g(O) = 0 ¢:, f (O) = 0 ¢:, f (g(z )) = 
f (x) <=}. According to Defin ition 3.1, O(C) = {0 = 0, g(z ) = g(z), f(x) = / (z), g(O) = 
0, f (O) = 0, f(g(x)) = / (z), ... , f(g"(z)) = f (x), f(g(O)) = 0, ... , f (g"(O)) = 0}. The 
goal¢: G = ¢:11 = / (:)computes the answers {{y//(z)}, {y/O,z/0}, {y/f(x),:fg(z)) , 
{y/0 , zfg(O)}, ... , {y/ f (z), z/ g"(z)} , {y/0, z/g"(O)}} inC, which uactly coincides with the 
set of substitutions computed by unifying the fla t equation f (z) = y with the 'facts ' in O(C). 

According to Theorem 3.3, O(C) can be used to simulate the execution for any goal G , 
that is, O(C) can be viewed as a (possibly infinite) set of 'unit' clauses, and the computed 
answer substitutions for ~ Gin C can be determined by 'executing' flat( G) in tbe program 
O(C) by standard unification, as if the equality symbol were an ordinary predicate. In the 
following subsection we associate a continuous operator with an equational logic program, 
describe the corresponding fixpoint semantics, and show the relation with the operational 
semantics. 

3 .1.2 Fixpoint Semantics 

We now introduce a new immediate consequence operator TCO on a novel kind of ' interpre
tations' whose least fixpoint is shown to be equivalent to the computed answer substitutions 
semantics O(C) . The main idea behind 7-interpretations is to keep apart equations and sub
stitutions in order to avoid applying the TjO operator on subterms which were introduced 
by instantiation, in a similar way as in the basic narrowing strategy, where the substitution 
part of prior narrowings is not subsequently narrowed . The definition o(7-interpretations 
is introduced mainly for technical reasons and the elements of aT-interpretation will be 
often called 'equations'. 
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11. rt
11

1tiou 3.4 A T -interpretation is a ~et of tuples (e, 9) , where e_E Bv and 8 E Sub. For 
tWV J .wterpretation I e 2evxsu• we let I denote the V -interpretah~n I= { eB I (e, B) E I) · 
, "' OJI!/ v -interpretation IE 215V, we let! denote the T -interpretation I= {(e, c) I e e I} . 

I "••orom 3.5 u t II and I 2 6e T -interpretations. Let s;; be defi~ed as fol~ows: II~ Il iff 
,
1 

( ;
2

, The set 28vxsu• ofT-interpretations is a complete latfsct w.r.t. s;. 

I'm any program £ , we denote by ~£ the aet of identical equations /(zl, · · ., ~n) = 
/(~ z ) for each function symbol f occurring in C, of any rank n ~ 0. As we will ~· 

" ' • • .. • n • • 1 · d fi · t.h fix oint semantiCS 
1 lu "~' fun ctional reflexivity axioms play an Important ro e ID e mng e P .. ,,. 
llufluition 3.6 Let C 6e a program and I beaT-interpretation. Then, 

{ B e Bv X Sub I <~ =p~e) <c. 
{(/ = r,17)} U? s; I, 
mgu(flat(e), 1') = (f , 

mgu(.{A = (rtu)l?}(f) = 8, 
u E O(r), 
s = (I = r[pJ.,, 17u8) }. 

'!'he following proposition allows us to define a fixpoint semantics for equational logic 

f11 11flf8ffiS . 

I
' 't' 3 7 T'•e r.ca op.erator is continuous on the complete lattice ofT -interpretations. 
I UPO~ 10n • n £ 

u
11
finition 3.8 Let T(C) = lfp(Tf") = Tf" l w. The lea.5t fixpoint semantics of a program 

1' •• defined as F (C) = T(E:). 

The equivalence between the operational and the least fi.xpoint. semantics is established 

lty the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.9 ut C 6e a program. Then T (£) = 0 (£). 

T he following theorem relates the non-ground semantics T (C) to the standard least 

ll t•rbrand £ -model semantics M (C). 

' l'hoore m 3.10 Let C be 4 progrom and r 'f be the transitive-symmetric clo,:ure of relation 
r ulldcr replacement (the f -substitutivity property). Then, M(C) = [O(C)] · . 

According to Theorem 3.10 , the new semantics O(C) can be thought of~ a non-gr?~nd 
11

, resentation of the standard )east Berbrand £ -model semantics M(C) just cont~lillllg 
t,h~ necessary information which allows one to determine the colT!puted answers, as at was 

rt~Ln.blished by Theorem 3.3. 

3 .2 A Compositional Semantics 

A semantics Sis compositional, or homomorphic, w.r.t . a program composit.i~n operator* 
If the meaning (semantics) S(C1 *C2) of a compound cons~ruct can b~ ~etermmed by c~m
IOSi n the meanings of the constituents S(CI) and S(C2) , 1.e. for a smt~ble homomor~b1sm f ... , fcc

1 
* c,) = 1 .(S(C1),S(C2)) . T he semantics that we b~ve constdered 60 far 1s not 

' t' a) w r t union of pro.-rams as shown by the followmg example. 
C'OJnpOSl 100 • • · o 
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Example 5 Let ru consider the programs £1 = {f(z) = 0 ¢: /(0) = 0) and t 2 = {!(0) = 

0 ¢:}. According to Definition 3.1, 0(£1) = {0 = 0, /(z) = / (z)}, and 0(£2 ) = {0 = 
0, /(z) = !{z), /(0) = ~}. Since 0(£1 UCz) = {0 = 0, /(z) = /{z), /(0) = 0, f(z) = 0}, 

the semantiC.! of the un1on of the program1 cannot be obtained from the semantics of the 

programs . . 

Example ~ sh~ws that the denotation of programs in terms of seta of (possibly) non

ground equat1ons 18 not adequate to model OR-compositionality. According to the idea in 

(22,25), we suggest to denote each program by the corresponding immediate operator r.eo. 

No~e that the semantics of C is no longer viewed just as a set of equations, but as a functfon 

wb1ch takes a set of 'equations' and deduces new 'equations' from it. 

D efinition 3.11 (compositional semantics) 

The compositional 1emantics for a program C is defined as S(C) = 1£•. 

. The mea~ing of a program C is therefore denoted by the mapping which, given a 

7 -Jnterpretahon I , yields the set of immediate consequences of I in t that is VI E 

2evxSub. S (C)(I) = 1'£0 (I). The following result shows that S(C) models c~mputed answer 

substitutions in a compositional way. 

Theorem 3.12 (compositiona1ity) 

Let C1. Cz be programs. Let 1£~ and T£: be their associated denotations. Then, VI E 

2evxSub. r.eo (I)= r.ca(I) U T."'(I) 
c,uc, c, c, . 

The semantics S(C) can be considered as a semantic basis for modular analysis of equa.

tion~ logic programs since, by using suitable abstractions of rr. we can analyze program 

constituents w.r.t . several interesting program properties and then compose the results to 

obtain tbe analysis of the whole program [5], as we formalize in the following section. 

4 Composit ional A bstract Semantics 

The theory of abstract interpretation [8) provides a formal framework to develop advanced 

data-Row analysis tools. In this. section, starting from the fix point semantics in Section 3, 

we develop an abstract semantics which approximates the observables and is adequate for 

modular data-flow analysis, such as the analysis of unsatisfiability of equation sets. We 

assume ~he framework of abstract interpretation for analysis of equational unsatisfiability as 

defined m [1,2). We first recall the abstract domains and the associated abstract operators. 

Then we describe a novel abstract immediate consequence operator Tl"" able to approximate 

the operator T£", and the abst.ract. fixpoint semantics _?:1(£). ln the following we denote the 

abstract analog of a concrete object. 0 by 0 1. 

4.1 Abstract Domains and Operat ors 

A description is the association of an abstract domain (D, $) (a poset) with a concrete 

domain (E, $) (a poset). When E = Eqn orE= Sub, the description is called an equation 

de.scription or a substitution description, respectively. The correspondence between the 

abstract and concrete domain is established through a 'concretization • function 'Y : D ...... 2B. 

We say tba.t d approzimate$ e , written d oc e, iff e E -y(d). The approximation relation can 

be lifted to relations and c.ross products as usual [1). 
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Abstract equations and abstract substitutions correspond to abstract program deno

l nl ions and abstract observable properties, respectively. The domains for equations and 

nuhHtitutions are as follows. 

l)qflnition 4.1 (abstract Herbrand universe) 

IJ11'Hv = (T(E U V), $), we denote the 1tandard domain of (eguivalence classes of) ternu 

tmlcrcd by the standard partial order$ induced by the preorder on terms given by t/ae relation 

of being "more general". Let .l be an irreducible symbol, where .l ~ E. Let 1t~ = (-r(E U 

V U {.l)) , ~) be the domain of term1 over the signature augm ented by .l, where the pGrtial 

ortler ~ i$ defined as follows: 

{a)Vte1t~ . .l~t andt~t and 

(b) Vs, , ... ,s,. , s~, ... ,s~ E 7t~ , V//n E E.~~~ 11 A ... As~ ~In=> f(s~, ... ,s~) ~ 

/(lll,···•sn) 
'l'lu's order can bt eztended to equation": t' = t' ~ s = t iff s' ~ s and t' ~ t and to sets of 

rquations S, S': 
1} S' ~ S iffVe' E S' .3t E S such that e' ~e. Note that S' ~true=> S':: true. 

2) S' !; S iff (S' ~ S) and (S ~ S' implies S' £ S). 

Roughly speaking, the special symbol .l introduced in the abstract domains represents 

r.ny concrete te.rm. The behaviour of the symbol.l from a programming viewpoint resembles 

thfiL of an "anonymous" v~iable in Prolog. From the viewpoint of logic, ..L stands for an 

I'Xistentially quantified variable [1,21). Define [S) = S', where the n-tuple of occurrences of 

.l in Sis replaced by an n- tuple of existentially quantified fresh variables in S'. 

Definition 4.2 An abstract substitution is 4 set of the form {ztft1, ... , Zn/tn} where, for 

1:11rh i = 1, ... , n, z; is a distinct variable in V not occurring in any of the terms t1 , .•. , tn 

ond t; E T(EUVU{.l}). The ordering on abstract substitutions is given by logical implication: 

let 0, K E Sub1, K ~ 9 iff [8) => (It). 

The descriptions for terms, substitutions and equations are as follows. 

Definition 4.3 Let 1tv = (r(E U V), $) and 1{~ = (-r(E U V U {.l}), ~). The term des

mption is (1t~, j , 1tv} where i : 1t~ - 21tv i~ defined by: 'Y(t') = {t E 1tv It' ~ t}. 

Let Eqn be the set of finite sets of equation$ over T(E U V) and Eqnl be the set of finite 

~ets of equations over T(E U V U {J.)). The tquation description is ((Eqnl , !;), -y, (Eqn , ::5)), 

wllere "'( : Eqnl - 28 f" i1 defined by: -y(g') = {g E Eqnlg'!; g and g is unquant1fied }. . 

Let Sub 6e the set of substitutions over r(EU V) and Sub I be the set of substitutions over 

r~E U V U {J.} ). The substitution description is ((Subl , ~),"'(,(Sub,$)), where 'Y: Sub' ...... 

2 ub is defined by: i(IC) = {8 E SubjiC ~ 8} . 

In order to perform computations over the abstract domains, we have to define the 

notion of abstract unification. We define the abstract most general unifier for an equation 

setS' E Eqn1 as follows. Let 3yl .. · Yn.S = solve{(S') ) and K = {111/J., ... ,yn/.l}. Then 

mgui(S') = SK.. The fact that V8 E unif([S)). mgui(S) ~ 8 justifies our use of 'most 

general ' . The safety of the abstract unification algorithm bas been proven in (1). 

Our analysis is based on a form of simplified (abstract) program whjch always terminates 

a.nd in which the query can be executed efficiently. Our notion of abstract program is 

parametric with respect to a loop-check. Two different instances can be found in [1,2). 
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D efinition 4 .4 A loop-check is o groph (i£ ossocioted with o progrom E, i.e. a relation 
consisting of a set of pain of terms, 1uch that: {1) the transitive closure 9't is decidable 

and (2) Let i = t' be a function which assigns to a term t some node t' in fie . If there i1 

an infinite &equence: ( ¢: Go I Oo) ..... ( ¢: G 1' Bt) ......... then 3i 2: 0. (t: ,t;) e gt' where t; = 
er.,O;, e e G; and 11 e O(e) . (we refer to (i;,i;) a" a 'cgcle ' ofQc.) 

A program is abstracted by simplifying the right-band side and the body of each clause. 
This definition is given inductively on the structure of terms and equations. The main ide& 
is that terms whose corresponding nodes in 9c have a cycle are drastically simplified by 
replacing them by .1. 

Definition 4.5 (abstract program) 
Let E be o progrom. Let 9c be a loop-check for E. We define the abs1raction of E u follow&: 
E1 = {>. = sh(p,Q£) ¢: sh('i,Qc) I (>. = p ¢: 'i) e E}, where the &hell sh(z,Q) of an 
ez:pression z according to Cl loop-check 9 is defined inductively 

We can now formalize the abstract semantics. 

4.2 Bottom-up Abstract Semantics 

We define an abstract fixpoint semantics in te.rms of the least fixpoint of a continuous trans
formation rc·· based on abstract unification and the operation of abstraction of a program. 
The idea is to provide a fini tely computable approximation of the concrete denotation of the 
program E. In the following, we defi ne the abstract transformation TJ .. . 

Definition 4.6 (abstract Herbrand base, abstract Herbrand interpretation) 
Tht e~bstrac1 Berbrand base of equations B'v is defined as the aet of equations over the 
abstract B erbrand universe ?{~ . An abstract Herbrand interpretation is any element o/28~ . 
An e~bstract 7 -interpretation is csn element of 28 :, xs .. •' . A partial order C::1 on abstract 
7 -interpretation& can be defined in a aimile~r way to the order~ on 7 -interyretations. 

We can easily show that the set of abstract 7-interpretations is a complete lattice w.r.t.. 
· I 
~· 

D efinition 4.7 Let E 6e a program ond (ic 6e a loop-check for E. Let I be an abstract 
7 -interprete~tion. Then; 

T) .. (I)= ~e U { 4EB~xSub1 1 (>.=p¢:e)<£1, 
{{1= r,t9)}U'i' ~I, 
mgul(!lat(e), i') = q, 

mgu~({.-\ = (rJu)t9}q) = 8, 
u e O(r), 
4 = {I= r(p]., , t9q8) } . 
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I' ro position 4.8 The T)•• operator is continuous on the complete lattice of abstract 7 -
"'I crpretations. 

Ut~fln ition 4.9 (abstract least fixpoiot semantics) 
l.rl T l (E) = lfp(T)•• ) . The abstract lee~st fiz:point 1emantic1 of a program E u ,1"1 (E) = 
'1-c(E). 

The following theorem states that ?(E) is always finitely computable. 

Theorem 4.10 There uistB a finite positive number A: such that T'(E) = -r:-1 A:. 

From a semantics viewpoint, given a program E, the fixpoint semantics .1"(E) is approxi-
1111\ted by the corresponding abstract fixpoint semantics ?(E). That is, we can compute an 
11bstract approximation of the concrete semantics in a finite number of steps. The correct
tl<'SS of the abstract fixpoint semantics with respect to the concrete semantics is proved by 
the following: 

Theorem 4.11 There ez:ists a finite positive number A: such that T) .. l A: ex TCO l w. 

Corollary 4.12 _1"1(E) ex .1"(E). 

The semantics _rl (E) collects goal-independent information about success patterns of a 
y,iven program. The relation between the abstract fixpoint and the concrete operational 
ucmantics (computed answer substitutions) is given by the following theorem. Roughly 
!!peaking, given a goal ¢: G, we obtain a description of the set of the computed answers of 
<= G by abstract unification of the equations in flat ( G) with equations in the approximated 
&cmantics F(E). · 

Theorem 4.13 (strong completeness) 
Let E be a program and¢: G = ¢: e1, ... , en be a goal. lf8 i1 a computed answer Sllbstitution 
f or ¢: G in E, then there ezists G' = el , ... , e:, < .11 (E) auch t.hat ff = mgu1 (flat ( G), G') 
and 8' ~e. 

Example 6 The e~nalysis of the program E = {g(O) = c(O) ¢:, h(O) = 0 <=, h(c(O)) = 
c(O) <:: , h(g(z)) = c(h(z)) ¢: g(x ) = c(z)} ... sing the loop-check{}£ = {{h(x), h{x))) returns 
the set ? (E) = {0 = 0, g(x) = g(z), h(z) = h(x), c(z) = c(x), g(O) = c(O), h(O) = 
0, h(c(O)) = c(O), h(g(O)) = c(l.)} , which opproz:imates the program succe$$ set. Given 
a goal ¢: G =: <= h(g(z)) = y, basic conditional narrowing computes the &ubstitutions 
{(yfh(g(x))}, {z/0, yfh(c(O))) , {x/0, yfc(O)}, {z/0, y/c(h(O))}} and then goes on inde
finitely. The abstract substitutions returned by the obstract unification of the equations in the 
flattened goal¢: h(z) = y , g(z) = z into the Gbstract denototion .TI(E) art {{yfh(g(x))}, 
{z/0, yfh(c(O))} , {z/0, yfc(O)) , {z/0, y/c(l.)}), which approximate the computed answer& 
of ¢: G. 

The following corollary represents the main result in this section. 

Corollary 4.14 If mgui (Jlat(G), G') = foil for e~ll G' = ei, ... , e~ < F(E), then G is 
unsatisfiable in E. 

Example 7 The goal<= h(g(z)) = z is unsatisfioble in the program E of Example 6. 

We are then left with the problem of defining the compositional abstract semantics. 
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4.3 Compositional Abstract Semantics 

Following the approach to program comp06itionality in Section 3.2, programs are denoted 
by their immediate consequence operators. Hence, it seems reasonable to expect that the 
abstract transformation maps could also be composed similarly, i.e. we may expect that 
T};"uc, = Al.TJ;• (Z) U rJ;· (Z). The following example shows that such a simple property 
does not bold for the abstract immediate consequence operator T} .. defined in Section 4.2. 

Example 8 Consider the programs £1 = {a = 6 <=, e = a <=}. £2 = { b = a <=}. Since 
there is no cycle in the definition of £1 or £2, then we o.uume £1 = £1 ond £! = £2, 
while (£1 U £2)1 = {a = .L <=, b = .L <=, c = .L <=}. Let •s consider I = {c = c}. 
Then, T};"(!) = {a= a, b = b, c = c, c =a}, 11;-W = {a= a, b = b}, whereu 
'i'J;~c,W = {a= a, b = b, c = c, e = .L}. 

Roughly speaking, what is wrong with Example 8 is the fact that the abstract program 
(£1 U £2)1 may not be obtained by the simple union of the abstract clauses of £1 and £!. 
In fact , when we compose £1 and£!, information about possibly new cycles is not .kept in 
this formalization . Hence, a further abstraction process is needed in order to capture cycles 
which possibly arise when combining modules, as formalized in the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.15 Let £1 ,£2 be programs. Then, VZ e 28 ltxsu&•. T}"t£ (Z) = T}•• (Z) ul 
I I 0 I 

TJ;• (Z) where the abstract union ut of abstract Herbrand interpretations gives us the ability 
of considering the information about cycles present in the loop-check 9c,u£, induced by the 
combined program £1 U £2 , in the following way: 

rJ;· (Z) u' rJ;· (Z) = sh1(Tj:• (Z) u T};· (Z), Qc,uc,), 

where, ifT(Z) = U {{f(z) = f(z),t)}, then 
(1(~)=/(z),c)El' 

sh' (Z) = T(Z) U U {(I= sh(r,Q),O)}. 
(l:r,I)E z .. T (l') 

We note that 9c,uc, can be derived in a compositional way from 9c, and 9c, . However, 
because of space limitations we leave this out. 

The abstract r:·· operator can be thought of as a tool specialized in the analysis of 
equational unsatisfiability. The algebraic compositionality of 71•• allows for the algebraic 
composition of analysis for different program modules, as will be shown in our last example. 

Example 9 Consider the programs 
£•={z+O=z <=, z+s(y)=s(.z:+y) <=}, 
Cf = {z+O=z <=, z+ s(y)=s(.L) <=}and 
£2 = {addw([J) = 0 <=, oddw([.z:Jyl) = weight(x) + addw(y)}, 
£! = {addw([J) = 0 <=, addw([xjy]) = .L <=}. 

Then we have, 
rJ;~c,(0) = rJ;•(0) u1 T} .. (0) = {(0 = O,t), (s(.z:) = s(z),£), (.z: + 11 = .z: + IM), ([] = 
[]. r}, ([:r:Jy) = [.z:Jy),c), (addw(x) = addw(.z:),t}, (weight(z) = weight(z) ,c}} . 
T}~uc,(T};~c,(0)) = TJ;•(rJ;~c1 (0))U1Tl;"(T1;~c.(0)) = {(0 = 0,£), (s(z) = s(z),c), (z+ 
11 = .z: + y, c), ([ ] = L ],c), {[zjy] = [zjy],c}, (oddw(.z:) = addw(.z:) 1c}, (weight(.z:) = 
weight(x) ,c}} U {(.z: + 11 = z, {y/0}) , (z + 11 = s(.L), {y/s(y')}}, (addw(.z:) = 0, {z/( ]}}, 
(addw(z) = .L, {y/[z'IJ11))} . {fixpoint) 
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Conclusions 

W have presented an approach to the semantics of conditional term rewriting syste11Ui able 
IH Cllpture the natural ability of equational logic programs to compute answers. We have 
1\1110 shown tbal it ia p06Sible to formulate an equivalent characterization of this semantics 
'"' the least fixpoint of a suitable continuous transformation, which we have proven to be 
, dll1posit..ional w .r .t. program union. We have finally presented an abstraction of this fixpoint 
"""H'lntics which yields a.n approximated finite (goal-independent) description of the success 
pntLerns of the program. A compositional analysis of equational unsatisfiability has been 
tll'veloped to illustrate our approach. . 

T be concrete and the abstract semantics can support modular development and analysiS 
r~f lruge programs. To the best of our knowledge this is the first compositional analysis for 
t'(JIII\tional Horn programs. 
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Abstr 11.ct 
We introduce a practical method for abductive analysis of modular logic proft. rams. This is obtained by reversing the deduction process,_ which ~ usually applied in static-dataflow analysis of logic programs, on genenc, posstbly abstract, domains for analysis. The approach is validated in the framework . of a.~stract Interpretation. The abduced infounation provides an abstract specLfication {or ))rogram modules which can be of assistance both in top-down development of programs and in compile-Lime optimization. To the best of our ~nowled~e t.his is the Jirst application of abductive reasoning in dataflow analys1s of logtc programs. 

Introduction 
l llli,tLflow analysjs by abstract interpretation is typically intended. to statically derive ~pproximated information (the analysis) about run-time pro~erttes .of programs, by npJIIying rules (clauses) to particula~ (initial) states (g~~s), w1th the mference of are-1111tt. Th is deductive approach to log1c program analysts IS usually based on (abstract) unfolding (i.e. replacement + (abstract) unification (19]) and is shared by several of Lhe frameworks proposed in the literature (e.g. see (2, 4, ?• . 6, 10, 20]) . . I~ {6} 1 hi1:1 approach has been applied to modular logic programs provtdm~ a ~mpost~tonal 1111 11!ysis in presence of modules. Compositional abstract interpretation ~s essenttal f~r l largc program development so that altering ?ne module d~~ not requue re-analysts nf the entire program. A logic program is vtewed as conststlng of a set of modules, 11n,ch module defining a subset of the program's predicates. Analys~ ar~ construct~d hy considering abstract interpretations of the compositi~nal sema~t1cs mtrodu~d. m (:1] . T he abstract meaning of a module corre~~onds to tts analysts and composttlon of abstract meanjngs corresponds to composttton of analyses. In the framework of •1'1 · k has been partly &upport.ed by the EEC HtsmD.n CD.pitD-1 D.nd Mobility individual grant: 

"Ht:'an:a~i;~efin.itions, Abslra.cL Interpret ation and Coru~t.raint Reasoning", N. ERB4001GT930817. 
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com.positional analysis, this deductive process corresponds precisely to iterate the un

foldu~~ of progr~m clauses with particular definitions for their extensional part. These 

defin it iOns can ettber be. ass~med ~mported from other modules (leaving them "open") 

or be part of the ded.uctJOn Itself ~m the fixpoint iteration). Abstract semantic objects 

have the~ a clause-like f~rm (as m the concrete semantic definition in [3]). 

ln t h1s p~pe~ we. cons~der the converse of this process in the context of static pro

gram ana.lysls, 1:e. mfernng the possible extensions for open predicates of a module 

~y assumt~g a .g1ven (abstract) property on their composition . The process of revers

JOg de.duct~on Is logically just~ed ~y .the abductive reasoning (an excellent survey on 

the wtde }1~erature on abduct10n ts m [18]) . Abductive reasoning is formulated as 

foll~ws: g~ven a set of rules (clauses) P and a conjunction of atoms G (an obser

vat~on or Simply a goal), find the set of atoms Q (the hypothesis) such that G is a 

l.ogical co.rtsequence of P U Q" (see (18, 21]). Atorrts in Q are indicated as abducible 

mformat1on. 

From the abstract interpretation viewpoint, the abductive reasoning can be stati

cal!y used t~ derive pr?~r~ pr?perties of modules once the specification of the prop

erttes of then compos1t10n 1s giVen. We caJJ this analysis abductive. The idea is to 

show (at the abst~act level) which properties a program module (J (or the semantics 

of 9) have ~ satisfy, so ~ the c~mposit.ion .with a program module p (i.e. p u Q) 

satisfies. a g1ven observatiOn. Th1s apphcatJOn of abduction can be understood as 

~eneratmg. hypot?esis which are causes for observations which are effects ([18]). This 

approach IS ~art1cu~arly useful for the analysis and development of modular logic 

programs, as 1t. prov.ldes a systematic way for automatically (and statically) generate 

(abstract) spec1ficat10ns for. program modules. Therefore it could be of assistance in 

the top-do':"n ~evelopment of a program to meet a specification. A practical exam

pl.e of application of abstract abduction for program module optimization is related 

w1th the .co~str~ction of libraries of optimized routines. Assume we are able to do 

son:'e opt1m1zatJon~ ~or a program module P, under the assumption that the input 

sattsfies ~me cond1t1ons. We~ compile P and store the ccassumption" along with 

the ~omp~led code for P. In th1s way we can generate several different versions of 

P, w1tb different assumpti~ns. Similarly, we can compile and store various opt imized 

forms of a m~dule Q, wh~cb extend P providing meaning to its open predicates. 

When composmg them, th1s approach allows us to pick the appropriate versions of 

P an? Q that should be combined. In many cases the applicability of optimization 

tec~mques to a program module may depend on the definition of its open predicates. 

Th1s specifies a kind of "precondition" on the semantics of the module which has 

to b~ ass.umed so as to perform program optimhations. This precondition can be 

spec~fi:d m terms of an ass~mp~ion on the possible semantics for the open predicates, 

prov1dmg ~n abstract specification for the development of possible extensions of the 

mod.ule ":h1ch are consistent with the intended program behaviour. While concrete 

specificatiOns for ~rograms are usually oriented to provide a complete descrip tion of 

the program meanmg, an ab~tract s~ecification is only intended to describe a specific 

progr~m pr.operty .(the on~ mterestmg for the analysis and optimization). Indeed , 

there as an mterestmg relat10n between abduction and specifi cation techniques based 

on weakest-presp~cifications [16) . In particular we prove that our abductive analysis 

corresponds prec1sely to compute an abstract weakest-prespecification with respect 
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111 pr ogram composition defined by set-union, i.e. the weakest observation (or speci

ll•lllron) t hat must be met by the program module Q in order that the composition 

I' II (J will accomplish the original task specified by its observation. A semantic ac

' 11ilr1L of this is provided by showing that (abstract) abduction corresponds to the 

fn.lmtract) weak-op-inverse ([16]) of the traditional Tp-based semantics described in 

II 'll 'l'his result further justifies the use of abductive analysis in systematic program 

rlnvnlopment. 
'I' he rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents some preliminary 

tluflu ll,ions and notations. Section 3 resumes some known results on compositional se

lllllulics and analysis of modular logic programs. The main contribution is in Section 

" · wltcre we characterize abduction as composition inverse, and we introduce a prac-

11• 11 1 method for abductive analysis of modular logic programs. Some applications are 

•lllirtltlsed in Section 5. 

2 Preliminaries 

In Mrc following we assume familiarity with the standard definitions and notation for 

l•wc programs [1], cortstraint logic programs [17, 15) and abstract interpretation [9). 

'l'lw powerset of a set X is denoted by p(X). A poset with domain X and partial order 

I i" denoted Xc . We write f : A -+ B to mean that f is a total function of A into B . 

'l'hc identity op~rator . .\x .x is often denoted id. Function composition is denoted o. 

'l'lw ordinal power off is denoted fia for an ordinal a. Throughout, we assume a fixed 

1mt of function symbols E , a fixed set of predicate symbols II and a fixed denumerable 

II<JL of variables Var. The set of variables occurring in a syntactic object t is denoted 

lr,y uar( t). The non-ground term algebra over E and Var is denoted Term(E , Var) 

ur 'J"erm for short. Herbrand constraints are finite conjunctions of equations between 

INtns in the non-ground term algebra; the system of such Herbrand constraints is 

th•uoted by 'H. Constraints are (possibly infinite) disjunctions ofHerbrand constraints. 

W<· often view a disjunction of Her brand constraints as a set of Her brand constraints. 

We let false denote the unsatisfiable constraint (e.g., the empty disj unction) and true 

Ute always satisfiable constraint (e.g ., the empty conjunction). We write 0 ~ 0' if 0 

lr>gicalJy implies 0' . C denotes the set of disjunctions of Berbrand constraints over 

'l'l'nn modulo logical equivalence. Thus C is a complete lattice ordered by ~ with 

lroUom element false and top element true , and 1\ as glb. We abuse by denoting 

(C,I\) the corresponding concrete constraint system. The set. of atoms constructed 

from predicate symbols in II and terms from Term is denoted Atom(II, E, Var) or 

A tom for short. It is well known that "ordinary" logic programs can be characterized 

1111 constraint logic programs on 'H (see, for example, [17]). This simplifies somehow 

t,he presentation. A goal is of the form u ~ a, where u is a Herbrand constraint and 

tl is a sequence of atoms; we occasionally abuse notation and treat the sequence of 

1\toms ii as a set, and write b E ii to refer to an element of this set. The em pty 

~cquence of atoms is denoted by true . We let {a1)f=1 denote the sequence a1 , ... , an. 

'rhc concatenation of sequences 61 and b2 is written 61 :: 62. A (constrained) Horn 

r.lause is an object of the form h +-- u·l'ii where h is an atom (the head) , and u ~ b is 

1\ goal (the body) . When u = true we write h +-- b. A logic program (or module) is a 
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fmite set of clauses. The set of clauses constructed from elements of Atom is denoted Clause(U, E , Var) or Clause for short. We will abuse by considering unit clauses u atoms. We say that a clause h +-- u I b is normalized if u is in solved form and h +-- b is linear, i.e., contains no multiple occurrences of any variable, and flat , i.e., contains no function symbols or constants. 
The satisfiability of a Herbrand constraint cr, denoted 1{. I= u, is determined .by computing a solution (a set of equations in solved form or most general unifier) or cr. In the following of this paper we will often abuse notation by using I= to denote different notions of satisfiability. We let the reader to distinguish them according to the context. We fix a partial function mgu which maps a pair of syntactic objects to an idempotent most general unifi er of the objects if it exists. For a syntactic object t and constraint u , we write u(t) to denote tO where 8 = mgu(cr). For a set of constraints 6, 6( t) = { cr( t)lu E e}. Equivalence up to renaming for arbitrary syntactic objects i1 denoted ~. For any two sets of constraints 61 , 82 E C: 6 1 ~ 9 2 iff for any syntactic objects: 8t(s) ~ 82(s). For a syntactic objects and a set of equivalence classes or objects I under ~. we denote by { Ct, ••. , en) <, I that c1 , . •• , Cn are representative• of elements of I renamed apart from s and from each other. Following Bossi et al. [3] we consider sets of clauses modulo the following notion of equivalence between clauses: we say that (h ....-- u ~ b) - (h' +-- cr' I b') iff there exists a permutation b" of atoms in b' such that u(h +--b)~ u'(h' ....-- b"). This identifies clauses which differ syntact ically (up to permutation of atoms in the body) yet specify the same implicational relationship between the clause body and its head . For simplicity or exposition , we will abuse notation and assume that a clause represents its equivalence class under "' and write Clause rather than [Clause] ..... 

3 Concrete and abstract semantics for composi
tion 

l n the following, we resume the main results in concrete semantics for composition in [3] and compositional analysis in [6] . H PJ , .. . , Pn are logic program modules, then n 
P = .U P, is a modular logic program. Such a program is said to be predicate disjoint •=1 
if no predicate is defined in more than one module. We assume that modular programs are predicate disjoint unless otherwise specified: this assumption, considered also in (6, 18], s implifies the presentation somewhat. For a logic program (or module) P , open( P) denotes the set of predicates that occur in the body of a clause in P but are not defi ned in P (we often call them abducible predicates)1

• 
1 Th e predicate disjoin~ restriction has the advantage that abdudble information (Cor open(P)) is basic [18], i.e. it is not defined in terms of other abducible information. For a ad of abducible predicates, we can always transform P (as suggested in [18]) in such a way that it does not have definitions Co~ them: for each abducible predicate p, we can introduce a new predicate 6p and add the clauae p(z) ...- 6p(r). The resulting program is such that p ¢ open(P) but 6p e open(P) (i.e. 6p becomes abducible). It is worth noting that this rest.riction st ill allows mutually r ecursive m odules. 
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c 'oJ\C'I'CLe semantics 

' "'"' "' 'tal tmii cs is the compositional bottom-up semantics of Bossi et al. [3], 11 111,,11 t.o the case of predicate disjoint modules. In [3], an interpretation is "' ' '"''"' in Tnt = p(Ciause) . Programs and interpretations have then the same '"' " (l.t• sets of clauses). The concrete semantics is formalized in terms of 'h"K nf elnuscs unf : Jnt x Int -+ Int , specifying every possible way to unfold lit, tnl ill each clause of P1 o~ce using clauses in P2 (see [19]): 

{ 

c = h +-- cr I 91 , · · ·, 9n E P1, } ,., ' /';;) = h +-- q 1 I bt :: .. . :: bn (h, +-- u, I !;)i:l < c P2, 
u' = cr A .A (u; A {g, = ht}), 'H. F u' •=1 

11 11 ltlunry associative operator (see [11]) on Int , which is additive on its first 1111111, 1111d continuous on its second one. A bottom-up semantics for open logic "'"" ill defined in [3) in terms of "iterated unfolding" - that is, repeatedly n,; llw clauses in a program until further unfolding produces no change. The 
11111 111 lll tLntics of a program P is then given by the function F : Int -+ Int , defined Il l' ) lfp(Tp), where Tp: lnt ~ lnt is defined as Tp(I) = unf(P, IU?i> p), and '"'V program P , we denote by ?i>p the set { [p(~) +-- p(z)J ... I P E open(~). }. Itt. 1\ 11f Oossi et al. [3], is to unfold only those predicates which have a defirut10n, l11 111 t.lt meaning of a program becomes dependent on the meaning of its open lh "'''"· Technically, this is obtained by adding the tautological clauses ?l>p Cor Ill"'" predlcates of a program P and unfolding all. predicates in the body of ' '"""'' • Notice that the unfolding of an open predicate in a clause body with a ule th1~\lcal clause is basically a "no-op". M~reover , n?te that if open(P) = 0 tb.en r ~ 1111d Tp(I) = unf(P, I). When I cons~sts of um~ clauses (fac~), the fixpomt I•"' 111.or gives precisely the ~non-ground) ~_Pomt seman~•cs ofFalascht et al. [12]. ~he "''"'''"~ formalizes the notiOn of composttJOnal semanttcs ~ased on clause unfolding lltlpruvidcs the basis for the compositional analyses descnbed below. 

lwun•m 3.1 {concrete composition [9JJ £•1 1'1 tmd P2 be modules. Then: :F(Pt U P2) = :F(.1'(Pt) U :F(P2)) . 
II IUIII IIG 1 Consider the following modular logic program with modules P19 and 11
ttUI11 : 

,.,, gt(s{X) ,O) : - num(I). Pnum : 
gt(s(X),s {Y)) :- gt(X,Y). 
le(O ,Y) :- num(Y). 
le(s(X), a(Y)) :- le (X,Y). 

num(O). 
num(s{X)) :- num(X). 

'l'hr uufoltlings of P19 specify the relation, ~rless or equal" and 11

greater than" on a tlum11111 of values specified by the predicate num which is open. Evaluation of .1'(P19 ) f!l 11rrrtls as f ollows: 

(
I) gt(s(X), 0) +-- num(X) (

2
) gt(s(a(X)) , s(O)) +-- num(X) /e{O, Y) +-- num( Y) /e(s(O), .!( Y)) <- num( Y) 
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Since opcn(Pnum) = 0, :F(Pnum) = {num{O), num(s(O)), num(s(s(O))), ... }. The 
meaning of P1g U Pnum can be evaluated directly or by applying Theorem 3. 1. In either 
case the result corresponds to the standard meaning as provided by the semantics of 
[12}. 

3.2 Abstract semantics and deductive analysis 
The relevance of compositionality in logic program analysis has been firstly addressed 
in [6] by introducing a framework which is based on the compositional semantics :F and 
which formalizes the analysis in terms of the standard theory of abstract interpretation 
({9]). We follow [6] by assuming that (Int , a, Aint, r) is a Galois insertion2 and that 
the abstract semantics :FA : Aint -+ Alnt safely mimics :F, i.e. for each I E Int: 
a(:F(I))!;;;; :FA( a(!)). The abstract semantics of a program module Pis :FA(a(P)). 

Theore m 3.2 {correctness of compositional analysis [6}} 
Under the previous hypothesis, for any program module P1, P2 E Int: 

o:(:F(Pt U P2))!; :F.A(:F.,.(a(P1)) U :FA(a(Pt))) 

In the following, an abstract constraint system (A ,®), is a domain of abstract 
constraints A!;-' provided with a binary associative and commutative operator ®, 
such that (Cf::::s , o:_,., A, 'YA) forms a Galois insertion, and ® is correct with respect to 
/1. , i .e. o:_,.(ct /1. c2) !;;;..4 a(ct) ® a(c2). We assume abstract constraint systems A, 
where ® is the greatest lower bound in A!;-' , and U..4 is the least upper bound. 

Example 2 Th e running example of abstract domain throughout the paper is Prop 
{[8}), defined by Marriott and SJ<fndergaard, and consisting of (equivalence classes of) 
propositional formulae over a set of connectives /1. , V and +-+. Prop provides a concise 
representation for abstract substitutions which describe ground dependen cy relations 
among their arguments. The generalization to B erbrand constraints is straightfor
ward (e .g. see [15}}. A propositional formula with connectives { +-+, V, /1.) is asso
ciated with each constraint. For example, the formula x represents any constraint 
19 such that t9(x) is ground, while x +-+ y /1. z represents any constraint t9 such that 
var(t9(x)) = var(t9(y)) U var(19(z)) {x is ground iffy and z are ground). V is used to 
represent sets containing substitutions exploiting different ground dependencies. We 
call ground dependency any element in Prop . We say that a truth assignment e sat
isfies a propositional formula f , written e F I iff e(f) is a tautology. Defin e the truth 
assignment asg : C- Var--+ {true,!alse} such that, given 0 E C, asg(O)(x) =true 
iff 0( x) is ground {i.e. var( 0( x)) = 0 ). Note that ground dependencies are closed 
under instantiation, namely if 0 grounds :z: then any 0' 5 0 grounds x too. Thus 
1Prop(1C) = {0 E Sub I O' 50 ::::} asg(O') F ~e) . The corresponding abstract constraint 
system is (Prop , /1.) which is well known to be correct and to form a Galois insertion 
with th e concrete constraint system (C, /1.) (e .g. see {8]}. 

2 (D,o,D',-r) is a Galoi• connection if D~ and D(: are complete lattices, o: D--+ D' and 
-y : D' -+ D are monotonic funct ions such that OtCY"f !;;;: id and ')'Oa 2 id (9]. It is a Ooloi• in•ertion 
if O'CY"f = id . Note that in any Galois connection o is additive and'\' is co-additive. 
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A safe approximation of :F can be obtained by abstracting unfolding. Therefore, 
llli" t,rnct semantic objects are descriptions (on A) of clauses. An abstract clause is an 
.. 11jnd. of the form h - ~e I b such that 1e E A and h - true I b is normalized . 
11lu• ll •t of abstract clauses on A is denoted Clau$e.A . An abstract interpretation is 
I h' 11 a set of abstract clauses in p( Clause-A) modulo equivalence under concret ization, 
1., I{' ~ /

2
4 iff r(/1

4 ) = r(/24
), where 1 : p( Cla!seA) -+ p( Clause) is such that for 

ftiiY ( 0 E p(ClauseA): r(J 4
) = {[h - (T I b] .... I h - IC I b E Io and (T E 

1.A(~t)} . We denote Aint..4 the set of abstract interpretations on A. ~ provides 
nl11o variable hiding and equivalence up to renaming. This construction induces a 
<lllluis insertion (Jnt, o:, Aint, -y) as proved in [6]. The abstract unfolding operator 
twJA : Aint_,. x Alnt..4 -+ Aint_,. is defined in (6) as: 

tl ltj..4(Pf, P;) = h +- ~e' 1 61 :: ... :: bn {h;- ~e; I ~i)r=l < c P; 
{ 

c = h- IC 1 gt, · · ·, Yn E Pf, } 

~e' = 1e ® ® (~e; ® a_,.(gi = h;)) 
i=l 

l,lkowise concrete unfolding, un/..4 is proved to be associative, additive and COf!tinuous 
11111 'l' he abstract semantics :F..4 : Aint..4 -+ Aint..4 is defined for a program module P 
1111 T ..4(a(P)) = lfp(T:C,p)) where T:C,P): Aint..4 -. Aint..4 is defined by T:C,P)(/

0
) = 

uuJA(a(P ), I 0 u a(~p)). By ® correctness, :FA is correct with respect :F. 

4 Abductive Analysis 

·1.1 Abduction as composition inverse 
( liven a program module P, our goal is to find a specification (property) for open(P) 
uurc a reasonable specification of P is given3 . A formal account of this process 
, fill be given in terms of the well known Dijkstra's weakest precondition or weakest 
I'' rSJJec ification (16]. 

l>•1linition 4 .1 
f as a weak-op-inverse off : D -. D' iff { D,! , D' ,1-) is a Galois connection. 

'l'h is terminology has been introduced in [16] to generalize the inverse of sequential 
l'tlltllnand composition ; on specifications. In this context, given a program speci
fl n,tion R, the weak-op-inverse Iii o£ !R = ).X .X; R (when it exists) provides the 
wt•n,kcst-prespecification, i.e. the weakest specification that must be met by the sub
program P in order that, given the specification W , P ; R will accomplish the task 
W . IL is immediate that: r exists iff f is additive, and/- is uniquely determined 
hy f (e.g. see [9]). 

We consider a program property as any element in p(Int) . Let :F : fnt-+ Int be an 
lclt•n1potent operator whi ch is compositional (in the sense of T heorem 3.1) , i.e. for any 
/ ' 1, P2 E Int : :F(P1 U P2) = .:F(:F(Pt) U:F(P2)) {e.g. the unfolding-based semantics in 
1:1] meets these requirements) . In this case, the semantics of P is :F(P) . A program 

~We Are conside.riog a ra~her simple notion o( abduction, whlch is specialized for posillve logic 
tll lll(rams whhouL in lcgri ly con•lrainll. 
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P satisfies a property 1> E p(Int) (wdtten P f: 'P) iff F(P) E 1>. An addjtive 
semantics for logic programs can be provided by lifting .1" on program properties. For 
any property X E p(Jnt), we define the deductive semantics for composition for a 
program P, as follows: Sp(X) = {.1"(P U X) I X E X}. The weak-op-inverse of Sp 
exists and it is uniquely defined as S_p(X) = {Y I F{PU Y) EX}. 

The following result provides an alternative view of abduction, relating abducible 
information with weak-op-inverses of deductive semantics for composition. 

Theorem 4.2 
Q F Sp (1>) iff p u Q F 1>. 

Sp is often useless even when computed on abstract domains as it is not con
structively defined from F. In the following of thls section we provide: (1) a concise 
definition of program properties that can easily cope with abstract domains; and (2) a 
practical method to approximate abduction on abstract domains, providing terminat
ing abductive analysis of modular logic programs. We wiU be mainly concerned with 
properties of successful computations, therefore we will always refer to properties as 
collections of sets of unit-clauses in p(Int). 

4.2 Program properties as (abstract) observations 

We introduce the notion of abstract observation for a module. Intuitively, an abstract 
observation for a program has to describe the meaning of its defined predicates, so as 
they satisfy a given property. In our case, abstract obseroations for a program module 
P will be abstract goals on the predicates defined in P. A goal K I b is then intended 
to describe any program P providing meaning for the atoms in 6, so as the constraint 
"is satisfied in any successful derivation for bin P. 

Example 3 The abstract obseroation :t +-+ y I p(x , y) is intended to describe any 
possible definition for p: p(:t, y) +--- K , such that K.-+ (x <-+ y). It is easy to see that 
any program with abstract semantics: p( :t, y) +--- :t 1\ y satisfies the observation. 

In the concrete semantics, for a program P and goal G = u I b, G has a successful 
derivation in P if£, by extending G to a clause: ans +--- G with a new atom ans such 
that var(ans) = var(b), there exists ans +--- u' I true E unf({ans +--- G},F(P)) 
(e.g. see (19]) . In this case we say that u' is the answer constraint In the fol
lowing, for any set of variables V we denote ans( V) a flat and linear atom such 
that var( ans( V)) = V. To simplify the notation, for any syntactic object s, we 
denote ans(s) the atom ans(var(s)), and we will omit V when it can be deduced 
from the context. We extend this notation to abstract goals (observations) and pro
grams: let P be a program module and G 4 be an abstract observation (or sim
ply an abstract goal), the goal G0 has an abstract successful derivation in a-(P) iff 
ans +--- K. ~true E unf.A({ans +--- G 0 },T.A(a(P))). The correctness of abstract 
successful derivations is a consequence of the following 

Lemma 4.3 
Let unf.A be a safe and monotone approximation for unf, and F.A be the induced 
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lhlr uri fir110int semantics in a Galois insertion (Int , a, Alnt, -y). For a program 

Htrulu/1' I' and goal 0°: 

uuf(-y({ ans +- G0 )) ,.1"(P)) s; -y(unf.A({ans +--- G0 },F.A(a(P)))). 

W• rlre now able to formally define when a program s~tisfies ~~ a~tract observa
tlttll lui uitively a program satisfies an abstract observation K. J b if K lS weaker than 
(1""-" nlly implied by) any successful (abstract.) derivation for b in a(P). 

ltutluition 4.4 - f · bl 
A II"'!J ''''m P satisfies an abstract observation 1t I b _with r~s~ect to a set o vana es 

, tl ll!l tnning an abstract constraint it, denoted P Fv K. I 6, 1ff for each 

1111.~( V u var(b)) +--- tt1 I b1 E unf.A ( { ans( V U var(b)) +-- iC I b}, F.A( a( P))), 

11111 f11111r b' = true and "Y.A(K')(ans( V U var(b))) s; "Y.A(~t)(ans( V U var(b))) . 

l'h• rnndition "Y.A(~e')(ans( V u var(b))) s; 'Y.A(K)(ans( V U varlb))) specifi~ tha~ ~e' is 
llllt1 l~,11r t.han tc when restricted to the variables in _v U var(~) . If P Fv K ~ b a~d 
, . 1 11111·(ii) and K. =true, we simply say that P sat1sfies 1t I b (deno~ed P F ".I b) . 
1 hill uotion can be easily extended to cope with abstract programs (mterpretat10ns) 

111 t ht• obvious way. 

r. nposition 4.5 {downward closure of obseroations] -
IJwru ru1 abstract obseroation 0°, K E .A, V s; Var and 1°, 1° E Alnt definmg . the 
''" ~~~' set of predicates: if 1° f:'V G"' and -y(JO) s; -y(/ 0

) then Jo l=v Go · 

A 11 abstract program p~operty (i.e. an element in p( Alnt)) can be associated with 

"'"It ttbstract observat ion G 0 
I K E .A and v s; Var: 

P~(G0 ) ={JOE Alnt I r F=v 0° and / 0 contains only facts} 

I'~· ( ca) is an abstract program property which is downward clos~ as specified in 

I• , :t·on 4 5 It is a straightforward consequence of the prev10us results that 
ICIIJ OSI I • . l" II . I 

I' 1 " oa <=> .1".A(a(P)) E 'P~(G4) => cr(F(P)) E 'P'V(G 4
). The 10 owrng examp e 

•II' 1w~ Lhe relevance of the set V in the relation P I= v G a· 

ll\Jti\IHple 4 Consider the abstract observation ,; ~ p(y). It is easy to se_e that for 

P - {p(y) .-- K n true} (i e where K. defines a constramt on y): 
111111 program - u · · • 
I ' 1 x ~ p(y)((3..:x) /\ IC = ~e) but P \={..:} x I p(y) (x 1\ K -::fo~~:). 

'l'lu1orem 4 .6 [correctness of abstract obseroations] _ 
/{II program m!ldule p satisfies an abstrac~ observa_tion K n b, !hen for any successful 
drr·i11ation for b in P with answer constraant u , u(b) E "Y.A(~~:)(b). 
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4.3 Abductive analysis 

~·.• tb.e c~. of program modules wit~ open predicates, any abstract observation spec
ahes amphcttly an_ abstract observatton on the semantics of the open predicates. The 

abstract .observati~ns for th~ open p~edicates of a module P can be derived from any 
observatiOn of P Via unfoldmg. Notice that given an abstract observation G0 for p 

unf"A( { ans .._ 0°}, ~.A(<l'(P))) contains only abstract observations for predicates i~ 
open(P), thus specJfymg a set of abstract observations for the open predicates. We 

say that Q exten.d~ P iff open( Q) ~ 0 and open(P U Q) = 0, namely when Q provides 
a complete defimt1on for the mearung of the open predicates in P. 

Correctness as specified in Theorem 3.2 is not enough to define abductive analysis 

b.ased on ~.A· For a~d~ctive an~l~sis we distinguish between two forms of composi
ta<~,.n- We say that { . 1s comp~s.ztzonal correct iff ~.A(O'(P u Q))!; ~.A(.1'.A(<1'(P)) u 
.1' )0'( Q))) and ~ IS compo~1t1~n~l c~mplete iff _r.A( <l'(P u Q)) = _r.A (.r.A ( <l'(P)) u 
~ (O'(Q))). The reason of this distmctaon will be more dear in Section 5 where the 

weaker notion o~ co~ positional. correctness characterizes the loss of precisi~n resulting 

from some teriD_J~at•on strategtes. In the following, when not specified otherwise, we 

~sume compostt~on~ correctne~ for ~A •. The following theorem justifies the use of 
abstract abduction for abducttve analys1s of modular logic J?rograms. 

Theorem 4. 7 {abductive analysis I} 

Let P , ~ he program modules such that Q extends P, and K g 6 he an abstract 
obser;'atwn fo~ P ._ If for each ans +---:' ic 1 g E unfA({ans +-- ii),~A(O'(P))): 
Q Fvor(5) K ® K B g, then P U Q f: K B b. 

An ~bstract obs:rvat.ion for the open predkates of a module P can then be derived 

?Y solvrng ~he reqmred observation for P in the compositional analysis of the module 
1tself. Notrce that, because Q extends P, Q can also be joined with the semantics 

of all the modules th~t~ define predicates in open(P). The converse of Theorem 4.7 
holds only for compoSitional complete abstract semantics: 

Theorem 4.8 {abductive analysis II} 

Let P, Q. be program modules such that Q extends P, ~A be compositional complete 
and K ~ h be an ~bstract observation for P. P(J Q I= K ~ b iff f or each ans +-- ;c n g E 
unf.A({ans-- b},~.A(O'(P))): Q f=!or(&) K ® iC B g. 

. It is worth ~oting that this result provides an efficient and concise way to approx
Imate, on genenc abstract domains, the weak-op-inverse of program composition (see 
Theorem 4.2). 

Example 5 Let P = {p(x, z) +-- q(x, y) , q(y, z)} be an open program, and oa = 
x - Y ~ p( x , y) be an abstract observation for P . As showr1 in the previous example 
Q ~ { q( x, Y) +-- x ..... Y ~ true} satisfies the abstract observation for the ope~ 
~redtcate q: x_~ z I q(x , y),q(y ,z) which is obtained by solving the observation oa 
m the composztaonal abstract semantics for P . By Theorem 4. 7: p u Q satisjit!8 oa. 

The unfolding of an abstract observation for a module P into the abstract semantics 

of P produces a· set of abstract observations for the open predicates yet specifying 
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''lui hrnfl on the original predicates defined in P. Projecting out this information (on 

Ill• Vllrrnhles of t.he new observation only) may lead to an inconsistent result, as shown 

Ill I h•• following 

I!I"''"'Pie 6 Consider the program P = {p(x, y) -- q(y)} and the abstract obser-
1111 /wu r ~ p(x , y). By unfolding we obtain the observation z B q(y). Intuitively, no 
J,jlllr l um for q can instantiate z to ground. However, as shown in Example 4, pro-

1''' '"11 out x can lead to a contradiction, because f or any Q = {q(x) .._ K. I true} : 

(,J I r ~ q(y), but Q ~{~} :r: I q(y) . 

' I'll is approach provides a "goal-directed" way of figuring out what the properties 
W•· ullould analyze a module Q for, given that we know the relevant properties (e.g. 

ft 11111 the perspective of allowing certain optimizations) of another module P . 

r, Applications 

li11 1n ination in abductive analysis boils down into termination of compositional anai

Y"I". As observed in [6], compositional analysis based on unfolding may not terminate 
rw•••• with finite or noetherian abstract domains for substitutions (constraints)". This 

ltn•·•urse the fixpoint iteration may introduce clauses with bodies containing an arbi-

1 111ry number of open atoms. Some solutions to this problem have been proposed in 

111, 13). 1n [6] an additional (and orthogonal) layer of abstraction, the *-abstraction5 , 

I• 11pplied to deal with unbounded clause bodies in the abstract semantics. This ap

prollclr provides finHary descriptions for arbitrary large clauses, but makes the analysis 

lr•lolll precise. Clause bodies are restricted to contain at most. one occurrence of each 

(op,·u) predicate symbol. In this case, since ll is usually finite, the domain of abstract 

lrrl t•rpretations Aint results a finite-height lattice. The -k-abstracted compositional se

ll tll ntics is denoted ~:. This semantics is compositional correct (see (6]), therefore 

(hy Theoiem 4.7) it can be correctly used in abstract abduction. The approach in 
II :1] is oriented to provide a compositional complete abstract semantics. This is ob

l,flincd by taking, as semantics of P, the result of a finite number of iterations of the 

'/ :~P) operator, without reaching the fixpoint. While this would not be correct in 

~c1ucral , for finite abstract domains (e.g. for Prop or Sharing) the resulting denota-

1 io11 has the same compositionality properties of the concrete fixpoint semantics. The 

flxpoint iteration sequence T:Cp')Tn (n ? 1) is stopped when T-stability is reached, 

I.e•. whenever for each Q E A nt containing only unit clauses with predicates in 

fiJlen(P): unf.A(T:C,P) fn, Q) = unf.A(T:C,P) Tn + 1, Q). This corresponds to test if 

Ute same patterns for the intensional part of clauses in T:CP) 1 n and T:CP) T n + 1 

HTC generated, once any definition for their extensional (open) part is provided. In 

Llris case, any additional unfolding step does not add information with respect to the 

possible extensions of P . The T-stable semantics is denoted ~~ and it is proved to 
he compositional complete in [13, 14]. The following example shows the applicability 

or T-stable and *"abstracted semantics in abductive analysis. 

4 A definition of noetherian or finite abstract Coll8traint systems CAD be found in (15}. 
bThi8 technique was origina.lly propsed in l1J a.s •tole-ctpprol:imolion Cor suspension &nalyaia of 

concurrent logic programs. 
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~xample 1 In this example we consider the simpler abstract domain Dcp adopted 

r·om {7]. Elements in Dep are propositional formulae on Var with connectives 1\ and 

--:, or·dered by implication. It is straightforward to derive Dep by abstract interpreta

wn .of Prop. I~ the f ollowing of this example we assume condensing over all solutions 

.e. mterpretat1ons ca~ only contain sinf!.le occurrences for any clause. Therefore, any 

wo clauses h +-- " I b and h +-- K
1 I b generated for h +-- b in ;:A are condensed 

I& to (approximated by) a single clause h +-- 1t u,. K.1 I 6. This restriction reduces the 

carch space for T-stability. Moreover, as proved in {6}, *-abstraction for Dep with 

·ondertsing is compositional correct. Consider the "naive reverse" routine PreiJ where 

he append procedure is open. 

:;) reiJ rev ( 0 , 0 ) . 
rev([XIXs],Zs) :- rev(ls,Ys), append(Ys,[X],Zs) . 

t finite compositional abstract semantics can he obtained by iterating unfolding until 

• T -stable sequence is reached. This is obtained after two iterations: 

C':(a(Prev)) = { rev(zt , z2) +-- Xtl\r2 1 true } 

rev( r1 , r2) +-- x1 +-+ %6 1\ r2 +-+ %7 1\ Xs I append( Xs , Z6 , 'r7) 

t *-~hstracted semantics is generated by collapsing all occurrences bf the same predi

·ate an a h_ody to one "canonical" atom. The collapsing of a sequence p(xt), ... 
1 
p(xn) 

•f atoms I S an atom p(i) with i ::/= i; and a dependency relation It such that each 

srgument Xj of p(x) represents the set of the ph arguments (xij for i = l.. .n) in 

•(it), ... , p(xm), i.e. "= 1\ (xi +-+(.A z; . >) . 
ZjE~ a:l J 

C't(a(PreiJ)) = { rev(~t, x:~) +-- XJI\ Z2 I true } 

rev( rt , r2) - zt +-+ rs 1\ %7 +-+ ( z2 1\ rs) I append( x5 , rs, %7) 

~y ~heorem ,j. 7 with abstract observation f or Pre11 : G 0 = Xi +-+ x2 
I rev(xt. :r:

2
) , we 

•htam: 

ms(ZJ.%2) +-- Ki I append(rs ,%6, %7) E unfA({ans +-- rev(zl,:t:l)},J:'f(a(PreiJ))) 

ohere i E {*, T} and ~T = ZJ --+ rs 1\ r2 +-+ 'r7 1\ x5 and 1t. = xi - rs 1\ r, +-+ 

z2 1\ rs) . It is easy to observe that ItT 1\ (rs 1\ x6 ) +-+ %7 -+ (x1 
+-+ x

2
) and"* 1\ xs 1\ 

X6 +-+ %7) -+ (rt +-+ r2). Therefore, for any definition Q of append with semantics 

append(xt, r2, zs) +-- .:r:i 1\ (x2 +-+ zs) I true} and i E {* T}: Q L-"i (x +-+ 

_ 
' t-{z1 ,~) 1 

:2 ) 1\ "• I append(rs 1 X6, %7) and, by Theorem i · 7, PreiJ U Q satisfies the observation 

7
4

• Note tha~ the standard definition of append: { append(z1 , x2, x3
) +-- (xi 1\ x

2
) +-+ 

:a I true} satisfies the abduced observation for i = T. 

Abductive analys~ can be used in conjunction with *-abstraction to reduce the 

earch space for T-stabil.ity check . It is known that while T-stable semantics provides 

~ composit~~nal~y comple.te abstract semantics (i.e. with no loss of precision), testing 

or T-stabthty tS expenstve. Indeed, this test is performed by searching over any 

>ossible ~efi~ition (semantics) for open predicates. The search space is huge (often 

tXponentJal 1n the number of arguments of open predicates) . Here we propose an 

mprovcmenL by statically restricting (by abduction) the number of possible semantics 
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t lw L the open predicate can have, according to a given program specification. This 

lt•111ls to a notion of relative T -stability, where only a fixed number of possible patterns 

'" '' allowed to be imported from open predicates. In this case, if P is a program 

11 111dule and Q E p(Alnt) contains only unit clauses with predicates in open(P) , then 

'f',~(P) 1 n is T-stable with respect to Q iff for each Q E Q: unfA(T;(P) l n , Q) = 

r~ufA(T;(P)ln + 1, Q). Q can be the result of the abductive analysis on P based on 

~ nl1at.raction. We show this by an example. 

llix:nmple 8 Consider th e program module PreiJ defin ed in Example 7 with append 

''l'" n, and Ft(a(PreiJ)) . Let Depv be the domain of dependencies on V . Assume the 

ri lltlervation G0 = Xt ...,.. x2 I rev(x,, 2:2) on Prev, then 

ttrt .9(x1 , x2) +-- iC ~ append(rs,rs,%7) E unfA({ans +-- rev(x1,x2)} , J:'t(a(Pm))) 

Ill" ere iC = (r1 ...... rs) 1\ 'r7 ...... (rs 1\ r,) . Denote Q the set of possible definitions for 

l'tppend that satisfy the observation, i. e. 

Q = { Ql QFix, ,zl}iCA(zl+-+x2)lappend(xs, x6,'r7) } 

= ( append( xs, x6 , %?)+--Kl ~tEK.} 

{ 
rsA%7 , rsArsAX7 } 

wll er·e K. = xs 1\ ( %7 +-+ rs) ' 'r7 1\ (Xli +-+ rs) . 

II is worth noting that IK-1 < IDepl, therefore Q provides a restricted search space 

f or possible definitions of append all leading to a definition of rev where the first 

,u·gume nt is ground iff the second is. A T -stable compositional semantics for PreiJ 

ran he efficiently computed relatively to Q. It is compositional complete with respect 

/o any of the definitions of append in Q. However, note that because of compositional 

rorrectness of *-abstraction, (i.e. because of the application of Theorem • · 7), IC does 

not provide {in general) a complete characterization of extensions for PreiJ such that 

(;
0 holds. 

Theorem 4 .7 gives also a characterization of the invariancy of module composition 

with respect to an abstract observation. A module P is invariant with respect to 

o7Jcn( P) for an abstract observation G4 iff for each extension Q of P: P U Q t= G 4
• 

Corollary 5.1 
/,et " ~ b he an abstract_ observation for a prog~am module P . I~ fa.! each ans ~ 

"' ~ g E unfA({ans +-- b} , FA(a(P))) : 'Y~("')(b ::g) = "YA(K ® K. )(h :; g) then PIS 

intJariant with respect to open(P) for" I b. 

Example 9 Consider an "insertion sort n routine defined in terms of the following 

m odules 

fJ,0 rt sort( 0, 0). 
sort([XIXs],Ya) :- sort(Xs,Zs),insert(X,Zs,Ya). 

insert(X, 0 ,X). 
insert(X, [YIYs],[YIZs]) :- gt(X,Y),insert{X,Ys,Zs). 

insert(X,[YIYs],[l,YIYs]) :- le(X,Y). 
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g/ gt(a(X), I) . 
gt(s(X), Y) : - gt(X, Y). 
gt(s(X), s(Y)) :- gt(X, Y) . 
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le(X, X). 

le(X, a(Y)) :- le(X,Y) . 
le(a(l), a(Y)) :- le(X, Y) . 

~he composition.al semantics for P.ort (insert is open) is obtained in two steps as 

r -stable semantrcs: 

"~(a(Pmt)) = { sort(xt ,%2)-- Xt l\x2 I true } 

sort(xt, z2) -- (rt +-+ zs) 1\ (z2 +-+ Z'7) 1\ .rs 0 insert( zs , x6
, Z'7) 

!'J&e semantics of p 19 is: :F~(a(Ptg)) = { gt(xh x2)-- x1 +-+ x2 I true } 

... . le(xt, x2) -- x1 +-+ x2 I true · 

JJVen the abstract observation G 0 = x1 +-+ x2 1 sort(x1 , x2
), we obtain 

.ns(xt,x2) +-- K: I insert(x6,Xs,Z'T) E tmf.A({ans-- sort(x1 ,x2)},:F~(o(P,ort))) 

~here K. = Xt +:-+ zs 1\ x2 +-+ Z'7 1\ x6. As before, it is easy to observe that the program 

'"' U Ptg satasfies the abduced observation i e p . u p L-i< ( ) 1\ 
n . , • • oru 19 r-{ ..,, ..,, } x1 ..... x2 

: u msert(xs, .rs, Z7). By Theorem./. 7, P,ort UP;n, UP,
9 

satisfies th~ observation G 0 • 

However, . notice that P,ort U Pi.u is invariant with respect to gt and le for 

~~ observatzon (on sort). oa. To prove this invariance, we ap~ly Corollary 5.1. 

· r(a(Poort U P,n,)) contams the following definitions for sort: 

{ 

sort(xt , x2)-- x1 +-+ x2 0 true } 

sort ( Xt, r2) -- ( Xt +-+ x2 +-+ x~) 1\ x~ D /e( x~, x~) 
sort(xl, x2) -- (xt +-+ z2 +-+ x~) 1\ x~ D gt(x~ , x~) 

sort(x1, r2) -- (x1 +-+ x2 +-+ x~ +-+ x~') 1\Xs 11 x~' 1 gt(x~, x5), le (x~', x5') 

:ote that,,for,each ans +-- K.
1 U bE unf.A({ans-- sort(x

1
, %2)},:F#(a(P,

0
rtU 

i~s))) : K = K 1\ (x1 +-+ x;)· T~er:fore, independently on the definition Q of gt and 

e . P.ort U Pins U Q .1= G . Thts ts enough to conclude that a different definition for 

t ar1d le, e.g. Ptg rn Example 1, does not affect the ground dependency of sort. 
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